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Abstract 

Although neuroimaging studies indicate that fMRI signal changes in the cerebellum (CB) during 

the performance of a target movement reflect functions of error detection and correction, it is not 

well known how the CB intervenes in task-demanded movement attributes during automated on-

line movement, i.e., how the CB simultaneously coordinates movement rate and error correction. 

The present study was undertaken to address this issue by recording fMRI signals during the 

performance of a task at two different movement rates (0.4 Hz and 0.8 Hz). The results showed 

that movement errors increased with increasing movement rates. We also demonstrated that 

activation of the left CB increased with decreasing movement rates, whereas activation of the 

ipsilateral (right) premotor cortex (PMC) increased with increasing movement rates. Furthermore, 

there were significant relationships between individual movement errors and left CB activation at 

both movement rates, but these relationships were not observed in the ipsilateral PMC. Taken 

together, it is suggested that during the performance of automated and well-controlled slow force-

production tasks, the interactions between cortical (right PMC) and subcortical (left CB) motor 

circuits, i.e., a functional dissociation between PMC and CB, is exclusively dedicated to 

controlling movement rate and error correction. In particular, the present results showing 

significant relationships between individual force-control errors and CB activation might reflect 

functional differences of an individual’s internal model. 
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Introduction 

Many neuroimaging studies using positron emission tomography (PET) and 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have examined brain activation 

related to movement frequency (Van Meter et al. 1995; Sadato et al. 1996a; 

Jenkins et al. 1997; Jäncke et al. 1998; Riecker et al. 2003) and to movement 

velocity (Winstein et al. 1997; Turner et al. 1998, 2003; Desmurget et al. 2004). 

The results of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) studies obtained by tracking 

wrist movement showed that increasing activation in the supplementary motor 

area (SMA), the primary motor cortex (M1), the premotor cortex (PMC), the 

thalamus and the cerebellum (CB) was related to movement frequency (Van 

Meter et al. 1995). Turner et al. (2003) indicated that rCBF in the basal ganglia 

(BG), the CB, and the sensory motor cortex (SMC) are directly related to 

movement velocity and movement extent in the pursuit tracking task under 

different control-display gains . With regard to repetitive and sequential finger 

movement rates, Sadato et al. (1996a, b) demonstrated that there was a rapid rise 

in rCBF between the slow and the fast movement rates, but no further increase at 

the very fast rates. In addition, changes in the left SMC and CB likely reflect 

movement rate (Blinkenberg et al. 1996). Furthermore, a positive linear 

relationship between movement rate and fMRI signal change was also observed 

(Rao et al. 1993, 1996; Schlaug et al. 1996). Based on these findings, there is 

general agreement that both the SMA and the PMC appear to have an important 

role in the generation of sequences from memory that fit into a precise timing 

plan. However, no conclusive data exist on the interactions between movement 

rate and error correction. 

In performing actual movements, predictive functions play an important role 

in automated on-line movement control, whereas there is general consensus that 

forward internal models are a fundamental principle in predictive motor control 

(Kawato 1999; Doya 1999, 2000). In addition, there is evidence that internal 

models are represented in the CB (Imamizu et al. 2000, 2003). Recently, Boecker 

et al. (2005) demonstrated the existence of modular representations for predictive 

force coupling, with the ipsilateral CB playing a major role. However, no 

conclusive data exist on automated procedures involving movement rate and error 

correction. In particular, it is not well understood how the CB handles a 
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behavioral situation when the specific internal models are induced by changes in 

movement rate and in movement error correction. 

Hence, the present study was undertaken to address this issue and to 

investigate the central representation of internal models for automated force 

production by different movement rates. That is, how the CB contributes to 

automated error correction accompanied by different movement rates. 

 

Methods 

Subjects 

Seven right-handed subjects (all Japanese males, 22 to 37 years of age), who 

surly used the right hand for wiring and manipulating a tool in their daily 

activities (Oldfield 1971) and did not suffer from any known neuromuscular 

disorders, participated in the present study after giving written informed consent 

in accordance with the Institutional Review Board. The ethical committee of the 

Hiroshima Prefectural Rehabilitation Center approved the experimental procedure 

for fMRI acquisition in this research study. 

 

Experimental system 

Figure 1a shows a schematic representation of the developed manual tracking 

system for evaluating error correction in the fMRI environment. This system was 

composed of an fMRI-compatible optical force sensor to measure the force 

exerted by right index finger abduction (Fig. 1b). The feedback display presented 

force errors, e, between the reference signal, fr, and the measured force signal, f, 

with the position of a white circle on the black screen window, and the circle 

moved up and down in real time (Fig. 1a). If the subject could completely follow 

the reference signal, the circle was always located at the desired point on the 

display. The system recorded the force produced by a subject with 1 kHz 

sampling frequency, and subjects did not notice a time delay in manipulating the 

force sensor to perform the force production task. 

The force error correction task by using the right index finger was carried out 

for a sine-wave-like force change with amplitude 1.0 N on the base line of 2.0 N. 
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All subjects laid face up and used their right index fingers to touch the specified 

part of the optical force sensor, which was tightly fixed to a wooden plate (Fig. 

1b). They were instructed to follow the reference signal by positioning the circle 

at the desired point (no error level) by using the visual feedback information. 

In the fMRI experiments, all magnetic materials, such as the computer unit, 

were installed outside the scan room as shown in Fig. 1a (see also Maruishi et al. 

2004). The optical fibers of the force sensor were connected to the computer unit 

through a waveguide in the scan room. The visual feedback information was 

projected onto the fMRI-compatible back-projection screen through the 

waveguide by a projector outside the scan room. 

 

Experimental design 

The influence of the frequency of a reference signal on motor performance and 

brain activation were examined by using the developed experimental system in 

the error correction task. In the present study, force production movement signal 

frequencies were 0.4 and 0.8 Hz. It is known that there is a rapid rise in rCBF 

between the slow and the fast movement rates, whereas no further increase of the 

very fast movement rates (Sadato et al. 1996a). In addition, there is a limitation in 

human ability to correcting errors under the conditions of tracking-like movement. 

Participants practiced for at least a five minutes to familiarize themselves with the 

two different frequencies. 

In the fMRI experiment, the subject closed his eyes and displayed no motor 

activity for one minute in the “REST” condition, and then performed the error-

correction task according to the visual feedback information projected on the 

screen for one minute in the “MOTION” condition. Each scan session lasted 5 

min and proceeded along the following designed block paradigm: REST – 

MOTION – REST – MOTION – REST. The start and end commands for 

MOTION were delivered to the subject by using an fMRI-compatible headphone. 

 

fMRI acquisition 

The fMRI experiment was conducted on a 1.5-T SYMPHONY system with a 

head-coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). We collected T2*-weighted transverse 



echo–planar images (EPI) (FOV, 192 × 192 mm; matrix size, 64 × 64; in-plane 

resolution, 3 × 3 mm; flip angle, 90°; TE, 60 ms) with blood oxygenation level-

dependent (BOLD) contrast. Twenty-four contiguous axial slices of 6-mm 

thickness were collected in each volume by using an interleaf method. An 

automatic shimming procedure was performed before each scan session. In each 

session, fifty-one functional volumes were collected within a single scanning 

session with an effective repetition time (TR) of 6.0 s/vol. The first volumes 

obtained in the sessions were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects (see 

Maruishi et al. 2004). 

 

Behavioral data analysis 

Motor performance in each session was quantitatively evaluated by using the 

total sum of force errors during two MOTION periods, E, defined as 

∑=
Δ=

N

i
tieE

1
)(  

where  is the sampling time of the data measurement and N is the number of 

data measured in the MOTION periods. 

tΔ

 

fMRI data analysis 

Preprocessing and statistical analyses of fMRI data were performed by using 

SPM2 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK; 

http://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in MATLAB 7.0 (Mathworks, 

Sherborn, MA). Images were realigned to the first volume of the EPI time-series 

by using rigid-body transformation. Volumes were then normalized to the 

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template by using linear affine 

transformations. Normalized images of 3 × 3 × 6 mm were spatially smoothed by 

a Gaussian kernel of 8-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). Areas of 

significant change in the brain were estimated by using the general liner model 

(GLM) in a blocked design of the contexts, convolved with the hemodynamic 

response function (HRF). Temporal filtering was achieved by using 

autoregressive modeling (AR(1)) to model high-frequency noise, and a high-pass 

filter (cutoff: 128 Hz) was applied to remove low-frequency noise. 

6 
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Direct comparisons between the contexts were conducted to find brain 

activations that were greater at the higher frequency than at the lower frequency 

(0.8 Hz versus 0.4 Hz) as well as those that were greater at the lower frequency 

than at the higher frequency (0.4 Hz versus 0.8 Hz). We analyzed the time series 

of the images obtained from the seven subjects as one group to increase the 

sensitivity of the fMRI analysis. This implies that the statistical analyses used in 

the present study are group fixed-effect analyses (p < 0.001, uncorrected). 

Anatomical identification was carried out by superimposing the maximum 

activation foci both on the MNI template and on the normalized structural images 

of each subject. Anatomical labels of activated regions were made based on the 

atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) by Talairach Daemon 

(http://www.talairach.org/index.html), after a nonlinear coordinate transformation 

from MNI to Talairach coordinates (Brett et al. 2001). The location of the dentate 

nucleus was reconfirmed by using an MRI atlas of the cerebellar nuclei 

(Dimitrova et al., 2006). 

In addition, based on results of the whole-brain analysis, local region-of-interest 

(ROI) analysis was carried out by using the Marsbar toolbox (Brett et al. 2002; 

http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) to further investigate brain activations within each 

noted region. Each ROI was defined as the location of the peak voxel in each 

region, and was generated by taking a spherical mask surrounding the peak voxel 

with an 8 mm diameter. We then calculated the percent signal change (PSC) from 

the time course of hemodynamic response (HDR) in each subject. Subject C's 

PSC in the CB for 0.8 Hz was discarded in calculating correlation because his 

outlier was beyond the level of two-SD. 

 

 

Results 

Motor performance 

Table 1 shows individual values of the force errors, E, calculated from the 

recorded data for the two reference frequencies, 0.8 Hz and 0.4 Hz. The effect due 

to frequencies was statistically significant, as the effect was larger at 0.8 Hz (p < 
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0.05). From self-reports obtained from each subject, all subjects felt that it was 

easier to correct errors at 0.4 Hz than it was at 0.8 Hz. 

 

fMRI 

Table 2 summaries the results of fMRI analyses on anatomical location, MINI 

coordinates, the activated voxel counts and the peak intensity (maximum Z-score), 

demonstrating clusters that were significant for direct contrasts in a couple of 

conditions (uncorrected, p < 0.001). A comparison of the 0.8 Hz results with the 

0.4 Hz results revealed that the magnitude of activation in the bilateral PMC 

significantly increased in proportion to the frequency of a reference signal, 

whereas foci of activity also could be found in the right M1, the insula, Broca’s 

area, and CB (see also Fig. 2a). This result follows the previous studies on rate-

effect that activations of PMC and CB increase in proportional to movement rate 

during voluntary movements (cf. Van Meter et al. 1995). On the other hand, the 

left CB, including the dentate nucleus and tonsil, were more strongly activated at 

the lower signal frequency than for the higher signal frequency (Fig. 2b). 

Activations of these cerebellar regions during simple finger movement tasks were 

reported in previous studies (cf. Penhune and Doyon 2005). 

Two ROIs were selected based on Table 2, where both the number of voxels 

and the Z-value were largest in each of the direct comparisons. The first ROI was 

the region including the right PMC (x = 58, y = 0, z = 46) and the second was 

found in the left CB (x = –18, y = –52, z = –38). Figs. 2c and 2d show the 

relationships between local activations in the two regions and motor performance 

during movement tasks, respectively. The local activations in the right PMC for 

0.8 Hz tended to be larger than for 0.4 Hz, but there was no significant 

relationship between individual local activations and the amount of movement 

errors (Fig. 2c). In the left CB, on the other hand, there were significant positive-

linear relationships between them for both reference frequencies, whereas the 

regression coefficient in the case of 0.4 Hz was larger than in the case of 0.8 Hz 

(Fig. 2d). These results indicated that the CB might play an important role in error 

correction and that the individual differences of this function reflect brain 

activation. 
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Discussion 

Action monitoring and error detection are processes that are necessary to 

adapt motor behavior to the requirements of the current task to be performed. In 

the present study, therefore, to investigate the relationship between brain 

activation and movement error correction, we used a force-error correction system 

that simultaneously and correctly recorded fMRI signals and force errors. 

Although both functions of the PMC and the CB are triggered by the external 

signal and it is well known that functions of the CB were deeply related to 

movement speed, the present results show that the movement-related M1 activity 

is similar to muscle activity. That is, the present study is consistent with previous 

findings, confirming that M1 activity is closely related to movement. In addition, 

the present results show that force errors correspondingly increased with 

increasing movement rates. Activation of the left CB increased depending on a 

decrease in the movement rate, whereas activation of the ipsilateral (right) PMC 

increased depending on increasing movement rates. Furthermore, there were 

statistically significant relationships between individual force errors and CB 

activations in both movement rates, but these relationships were not observed in 

the ipsilateral (right) PMC. Based on these results, human neural mechanisms are 

related to intervention between error corrections and movement rates. 

As described above, the results of the fMRI study demonstrate that ipsilateral 

PMC and left CB activities definitely changed during error correction movements. 

In particular, ipsilateral PMC activations increased with an increasing movement 

rate. Surprisingly, however, CB activations did not increase with increasing 

movement rates, but instead increased with a lower movement rate. Thus, 

activation changes in the PMC and the CB with different movement rates might 

be interpreted as functional interactions because it is known that both activities are 

related to voluntary movements induced by an external trigger (cf. Porter and 

Lemon 1993). Although the ipsilateral PMC is sensitive to changes of the 

movement rate, the CB plays a dominant role in error correction in slow and well-

controlled movement. It is expected that these tendencies observed in the right 

finger will be sharpened when the subjects perform with the left index finger, 

because subdominant hand movements cause an increase of activity in the CB 

(Jäncke et al., 1999; Taniwaki et al., 2006). Recently, by using PET, Penhune and 

Doyon (2005) demonstrated that activity in the CB hemispheres early in learning 
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is likely related to error correction mechanisms that optimize movement 

kinematics, resulting in improved performance. The present results related to 

activation in the CB hemispheres, especially the left CB, could be explained in 

line with the above-mentioned similar activity. The present sequential movement 

was simple and similar to situations experienced early in learning, especially for 

the case of the slower movement rate (0.4 Hz). This evidence indicates that there 

are functional interactions between these two motor cortices that might 

correspond to different movement rates. In other words, this functional interaction 

is modulated by task-demanded movement attributes, such as the speed/accuracy 

trade-off phenomenon (Plamondon and Alimi 1997). In fact, the subjects felt that 

it was more difficult to correct force errors at the higher frequency because they 

had to concentrate on gauging the rapid change of errors via the visual feedback 

display rather than concentrating on controlling their finger motion. They did not 

know if their motor outputs were helping to reduce errors. On the other hand, all 

of them felt that it was easy to gauge and correct errors at the lower frequency 

because they had time to precisely control their motion in response to the error 

information. These results indicate that the CB works more effectively for 

learning when the change of error information is harmonized with voluntary 

motor output as well as sensory input, whereas the PMC activates to compensate 

the subjective gap between expectations and results. It is suggested that the PMC 

and the CB play an important role in this movement law and the present results of 

both brain activations might reflect functional interactions. 

The novel finding of the present study was that the amount of individual errors 

at both movement rates were significantly related to individual CB activations. 

The CB has traditionally been viewed as an integral part of the motor system 

(Raymond et al. 1996). CB activation is highly correlated with the SMC since 

they are involved in the somatosensory feedback of the movement, organizing a 

perfect transfer of the internal image of the movement into the actual physical 

conditions of the external world. Therefore, new perspectives on CB function are 

closely linked to the emergence of cognitive function (attention shifting, Allen et 

al. 1997; memory rehearsal, Desmond et al. 1997; sensory exploration, Gao et al. 

1996). In the present study, there were significant relationships between 

individual force errors and CB activations. One possible explanation for the 

present results, therefore, could be in line with viewpoints of internal model 
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hypotheses related to cognitive neuroscience. That is, the CB neurons related to 

individual abilities in error correction correspond to individual visual affective 

input and rapidly prime task-relevant systems in order to enhance neural 

responsiveness (Allen et al. 1997). In the present study, subjects with large force 

errors showed higher CB activation and vice versa. This evidence indicates that 

the subjects with a more highly functional internal model produce few errors and 

do not need higher CB activation. That is, these subjects could automatically 

perform the task. This mental effort did not activate the CB. Thus, the significant 

relationships between individual force errors and CB activation might reflect 

functional differences in individual internal models developed by different 

subjects. 

On the other hand, it is suggested that the PMC may have a role in 

preprogrammed processes linked to sequential motor actions, and therefore have 

an important role in the generation of sequences from memory that fit into a 

precise timing plan. In particular, the right PMC (ipsilateral PMC in the present 

study) has a role in working memory (Sadato et al. 1996b). As described above in 

the low movement rate study, there were no relationships between individual 

force errors and ipsilateral PMC activation. This evidence suggests that 

interactions of the PMC and the CB are induced by performing the error 

correction task, but offer a potentially causal link between them for on-line 

performance of error correction at different movement rates. In particular, the 

present evidence suggests the idea that when an error is detected at the slower 

movement rate, descending output from the CB nuclei allows for rapid, on-line 

adjustments in the motor patterns without requiring extensive cortical 

intervention. This error correction hypothesis implicitly assumes that the CB has 

evolved so that it can now provide a more genetic error correction role, modified 

by an individual’s internal model in addition to external movement (Ivry and Fiez 

2000). 

With regard to the neural mechanisms of the interactions between the cortical 

(PMC) and the subcortical (CB) motor circuits, the present results suggest that 

these motor circuits are exclusively devoted to controlling movement rate and 

error correction. More recently, using fMRI, Galléa et al. (2008) demonstrated 

that supplementary motor area (SMA) and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 

activation increased with error and task difficulty independent of the accuracy of 
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motor control. Similarly, the present results suggest a clear functional dissociation 

between PMC and CB in controlling movement rate and error correction and have 

provided new insights into the interactions between actions and cognition. Thus, 

our findings in the present study have confirmed above-mentioned broad 

functional implications, but more investigations are needed to clarify further 

neural mechanisms related to human error correction and the control of movement 

rate. The use of an online motor control paradigm eliciting errors allowed us to 

show error-related brain activity pattern independent to decision making. 
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Figure legends 

Fig 1. Experimental setup.  a Experimental apparatus under an fMRI environment.  b Optical 

force sensor for measuring the force applied by an index finger. 

 

 
Fig 2. Results from direct comparisons between task conditions of a reference signal frequency (p 

< 0.001, uncorrected) and region of interest (ROI) analysis. The arrow indicates the center of ROI. 

a Greater activations in the direct comparison of 0.8 Hz with 0.4 Hz.  b Greater activations in the 

direct comparison of 0.4 Hz with 0.8 Hz.  c Relationships between local brain activations and 

individual force errors in the right PMC at two different movement frequencies (0.4 Hz and 0.8 

Hz). A vertical length is PSCs and a horizontal side is force errors.  d Relationships between 

them in the left CB. All representations are same as Fig. 2c. However, Subject C's PSC in the CB 

for 0.8 Hz (the black square with sharp-mark) was discarded in calculating correlation because his 

outlier was beyond the level of two-SD. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Force errors in the two different rates of a reference signal. 

Subject A B C D E F G Mean± SD 

0.4 Hz 40.83 48.81 26.51 43.49 30.81 37.83 55.10 40.48± 9.9 Force 
errors, E 
[Ns] 0.8 Hz 89.53 47.61 34.47 53.73 45.29 40.51 64.41 53.65 18.48±

Absolute difference 48.7 1.19 7.96 10.24 14.48 2.68 9.31 13.17 15.27*±

Note: Data obtained from the first six seconds in each MOTION period was discarded because of 

the delay of subject’s response to the starting signal. *p < 0.05. 
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Table 2. Anatomical localizations, activated voxels, and Z scores of the peak activation that 

showed a significant difference in direct comparisons between task conditions. 

Lobe Anatomical region BA x y z Voxels Z-Value

0.8Hz-0.4Hz        

Frontal R. Middle frontal gyrus 6 58 0 46 435 4.82 

R. Superior frontal gyrus 6 20 -18 74 29 4.05 

R. Superior frontal gyrus  - 18 -2 76 13 3.62 

R. Precentral gyrus 6/4 46 -10 64 155 4.03 

L. Precentral gyrus 6 -62 6 22 20 3.89 

L. Precentral gyrus 6 -44 -10 36 32 3.63 

R. Middle frontal gyrus 6 8 -4 62 16 3.48 

L. Middle frontal gyrus 6 -32 12 64 11 3.55 

L. Middle frontal gyrus 6 -24 18 64 12 3.4 

Parietal R. Postcentral gyrus 43 68 -12 20 38 4.13 

Limbic R. Parahippocampal gyrus - 26 -6 -16 38 3.87 

Sub-lobar R. Insula 13 40 -16 14 17 3.45 

R. Extra-nuclear 13 44 8 -10 12 3.33 

Anterior R. Cerebellum - 18 -32 -24 15 3.59 

        

0.4Hz-0.8Hz        

Anterior L. Cerebellum - -18 -52 -38 127 5.19 

Frontal R. Inferior frontal gyrus 47 32 34 -20 12 4.03 

Note: x, y, z coordinates relate to MNI stereotaxic space (negative and positive x values indicate 

the left and right hemispheres respectively). Brodmann areas are prefixed with BA. All activations 

were at p < 0.001 (uncorrected, 10 voxel cluster size). 
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Figures 

Fig. 1 
 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 2 
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